Abstract| Concurrent real-time software is increasingly used in safety-critical embedded systems. Assuring the quality of such software requires the rigor of formal methods. In order to analyze a program formally, we must rst construct a mathematical model of its behavior. In this paper, we consider the problem of constructing such models for concurrent real-time software. In particular, we provide a method for building mathematical models of real-time Ada tasking programs that are accurate enough to verify interesting timing properties, and yet abstract enough to yield a tractable analysis on nontrivial programs. Our approach di ers from schedulability analysis in that we do not assume that the software has a highly restricted structure (e.g., a set of periodic tasks). Also, unlike most abstract models of real-time systems, we account for essential properties of real implementations, such as resource constraints and run-time overhead.
I. Introduction
Software is an integral part of today's transportation, nancial, medical, energy, manufacturing, and defense systems. Embedded software controls everything from missiles to X-ray machines. Such software systems are often complex, concurrent, and real-time. In addition, most are safety critical and must be subjected to the most rigorous quality assurance possible.
Verifying the timing requirements of software is especially tedious to perform by hand and will require analysis tools to manage the overwhelming detail of implementations. For sequential code, tools to bound the worst case execution time have already been constructed 31] and some now account for the e ects of caching and pipelining 27]. Timing analysis of concurrent software, however, is far less developed. In practice, schedulability analysis 22] is used to guarantee real-time requirements for programs comprising highly structured units of computation with limited interaction (e.g., periodic tasks with precedence constraints). Restricting the structure of a program allows special purpose scheduling algorithms/techniques (e.g., rate monotonic scheduling) to guarantee the program's timing constraints, either statically (at compile time) 28] or dynamically (at run-time) 37].
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tems (e.g., avionics software) is often written in Ada. In fact, Ada was speci cally designed for this application domain and contains constructs for creating multiple threads of control (tasks) and for controlling their execution. In practice, however, most safe subsets of Ada used for safetycritical systems do not include these constructs because they introduce enough nondeterminacy to make timing analysis of the software extremely di cult. Instead, units of purely sequential code written in Ada are scheduled by a custom run-time system implementing a real-time scheduling technique. Before developers of certi ably safe software can take advantage of the concurrent and real-time constructs of Ada, rigorous analysis techniques to analyze their timing properties must be developed.
Many formal models have been proposed for general concurrent real-time systems. These include timed Petri nets 8, 17] , timed automata 2,30], timed process algebras 15, 16, 33] , and real-time logics 18, 26] . For the most part, these models are intended to represent speci cations, not implementations. As such, they do not address the difcult issues that arise in representing real software. For example, resource constraints are absent in most of these models and are awkward to represent within them. Also, the e ects of run-time overhead, which can be signi cant, are not considered.
An automated analysis of a program requires the construction of a mathematical model that is accurate enough to verify the requirements and yet abstract enough to make the analysis tractable. Furthermore, a conservative analysis|one that will never conclude that a system satis es a requirement 1 when it does not|requires the construction of a model whose behaviors are a superset of the program's. Only if every possible behavior of the program is captured by the model can we show that no behavior of a program has a certain anomaly by verifying that no behavior of its model has that anomaly. Constructing such a model, which we call a conservative abstraction, requires a careful consideration of implementation details. Unfortunately, the more detail we include in the model, the less tractable its analysis is likely to be.
The main contribution of this paper is to provide a method for constructing models of real-time Ada tasking programs that are conservative abstractions of the program's timing behavior and yet are compact enough to make analysis of nontrivial programs tractable. These models can be used to verify the timing properties of Ada programs that use the tasking and real-time constructs of the language. We demonstrate the feasibility of our method in two case studies.
Our method uses a two-stage transformation to construct a model for a program. In the rst stage, we derive a transition system from the program, which consists of a set of tasks and a run-time system. Each state in the transition system represents an abstraction of the program's state, and each transition represents the execution of program code transforming that state. We also provide a method to greatly reduce the size of the transition system by collapsing certain sequences of transitions into single transitions. In the second stage, we capture the timing constraints of the program by deriving a hybrid automaton from the transition system. The state of the hybrid automaton consists of the state of the transition system and the values of continuous variables used to measure the amount of CPU time allocated to each task. Transitions of the hybrid automaton represent sequential code segments. The timing constraints for a transition are derived from the time bounds of the code it represents and are expressed in terms of the continuous variable representing the CPU time allocated to the task executing the code. The resulting hybrid automaton is then analyzed automatically. We use the HyTech verier for hybrid systems 24] to analyze the hybrid automata produced by our method.
This work extends that of 9] and 11] in several ways. First, we model several new constructs introduced in Ada 95 2 , including protected types, the delay until statement, and asynchronous transfer of control. Second, we explicitly represent the run-time system in the model. This allows us to construct a more accurate representation of the program (that enforces queuing disciplines, for example), and it facilitates accounting for run-time overhead. Third, we report on the application of a prototype model-building tool to two real-time Ada tasking programs, and on the results of the analysis of these models with the HyTech veri er.
Currently, our method has several limitations. First, like all analysis methods for concurrent software, our method su ers from the state explosion problem. Although this limits the size of the programs to which the method can be applied, our case studies demonstrate that it can still be e ective on programs that are far too complex to analyze by hand. Second, we consider only the uniprocessor case|all tasks share a single processor. We are currently exploring the extension of our method to programs running on multiprocessors and multi-partition programs running on multicomputers. Third, our method addresses only the concurrent and real-time constructs of Ada. Timing analysis of sequential code is already a hard problem without the addition of concurrency. Here, we focus on models and techniques for dealing with the concurrent constructs of Ada, realizing that any complete analysis scheme would have to incorporate existing methods for bounding the execution time of Ada's sequential constructs. Finally, we note that, although we discuss the details of only one language, we believe that our basic modeling technique and many of the issues discussed here are broadly applicable to 2 Ada 95 is a new version of Ada approved by ISO in February, 1995. representing the timing properties of concurrent programs written in any language. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a brief overview of Ada's concurrent and real-time constructs and introduce our two case studies. In Section III, we describe how to construct an untimed model of an Ada tasking program, and in Section IV, we describe how to represent the program's timing constraints. Section V discusses how to use the resulting timed model for analysis of the program's timing properties, and presents the results of the analyses for our two case studies. Finally, Section VI concludes.
II. Concurrent and Real-Time Features of Ada
In this section, we give a brief overview of Ada's concurrent and real-time features, identify which features we consider in this paper, and introduce the programs we use in our case studies to illustrate these features.
A. Basic Constructs
Ada supports concurrency at the language level, providing constructs to create multiple threads of control (tasks), and control their execution. Two Ada tasks may synchronize via a rendezvous, a synchronous communication in which one task executes an entry call statement to call a named entry of another task, which can accept the call by executing an accept statement that names the entry. A select statement allows a task to wait for an entry call on any one of several entries, or bound the time that the task will wait for a rendezvous. The delay statement allows a task to block for a speci ed duration.
Ada 95 introduced several new concurrency and realtime constructs. The delay until form of a delay statement allows a task to block until a speci ed time. A protected object is a collection of data and operations on that data (similar to a monitor) that provides a high-level mechanism for synchronized access to shared data. The construct insures that at most one task can be executing an operation on a given protected object at any given time. Operations may be guarded by barriers, which express preconditions for the operation; a requested operation is queued (and the requesting task blocked) until its barrier is true. Ada 95 also introduced a new control construct called asynchronous transfer of control, which allows the completion of a blocking operation (e.g., entry call, delay) to abort the execution of a sequence of statements. For example, the statement select delay 5.0; then abort Complicated_Computation; end select; will perform the complicated computation, but abort the computation if it does not complete within 5 seconds. Replacing the delay with an entry call will cause the computation to be aborted when the entry call completes. Certain synchronization statements cannot be aborted; abortion is deferred until such statements complete. These statements include operations on protected objects and entry calls (once the call has been accepted).
The active priority of a task is the maximum of its base priority and any priority temporarily inherited via rendezvous (during which the accepting task inherits the active priority of the calling task) or via an operation on a protected object (during which the task inherits the ceiling priority of the protected object). Tasks are scheduled by their active priorities using a preemptive priority scheduling policy.
The case studies in Section II-C illustrate most of the concurrent and real-time constructs sketched above. A detailed description of the semantics of these constructs can be found in the Ada Language Reference Manual 36] . Many recent books on Ada (e.g., 7]) provide an overview of these features with examples of their use.
B. Features Modeled
Ada is a large language, even after restricting attention to its concurrency and real-time constructs. Although we model all of the concurrency and real-time constructs to some degree, we impose certain restrictions on their use, and omit certain minor features. All of the following constructs are modeled to some degree: tasks, protected objects, rendezvous, static priorities, priority scheduling, the delay (until) statement, and all forms of the select statement (including asynchronous transfer of control). Currently, we do not model the following: dynamic task creation, dynamic priorities, synchronous/asynchronous task control, exception handling, aborting whole tasks, aborting an accept statement (this raises an exception), use of the Count attribute for entries, entry parameters, multiple delay (until) alternatives, terminate alternatives, and the requeue statement. Most of these features can be modeled using our basic technique, but we chose to focus on the basic issues in modeling the main constructs, rather than get bogged down in the details of many di erent features and their interactions.
We also assume that tasks do not require any additional execution resources beyond the CPU in order to run (an example of such an execution resource would be a page on a virtual memory system|a ready task might require the page be resident before being able to run).
C. Case Studies
Many of the features of Ada described above are illustrated in our two case studies, which we introduce here. These two programs will be analyzed in Section V-C.
C.1 Robot Example
The rst example is a robot controller analyzed in 9, 23] and based on the distributed robot system of 16]. The program collects sensor data and integrates this data to periodically send a command to a robot. There are two sensor tasks and one integrator task. The program's structure is shown in Fig. 1 and its source code is shown in Fig. 2 . Sensor task i = 1; 2 constructs a reading and sends it to the integrator via a rendezvous at the integrator's Sendi entry. Since the environment is constantly changing, the sensor reading expires if not accepted within a certain time and a new reading is immediately constructed; this is implemented by using a timed entry call on the Sendi entry. When the data have been sent successfully, the sensor task sleeps for a period of time. The integrator task accepts readings from the two sensors in either order and then computes and sends a command to the robot. There is a proximity requirement: the readings used to construct a command must have been received within a bounded interval. If the integrator receives a reading from one sensor and then does not receive the other sensor's reading within a certain time, the rst sensor's data expires; this is implemented using a timed entry accept. The priority ordering of the three tasks, from highest to lowest, is: Sensor1, Sensor2, Integrator.
C.2 Target Example
The second example is a targeting program that we constructed to demonstrate many of the new features in Ada 95. There are three tasks that communicate via two protected objects. The structure is shown in Fig. 3 and the source code is given in Fig. 4 . The basic operation is as follows. The Camera task periodically wakes up, reads a frame from the camera device, and writes the frame into a protected object called Image via procedure Save. The Aim task reads the current frame from the Image object via procedure Load, computes targeting coordinates, and places them in a protected object called Command (the command bu er) via procedure Put. The Control task waits for the re button to be pressed, at which point it reads the coordinates (if ready) from the command bu er via entry Get, and res the weapon. The priority ordering of the three tasks, from highest to lowest, is: Control, Camera, and Aim.
The real-time nature of the application adds some complexity to the Aim task. The program must utilize its computational resources to produce the most accurate targeting command possible given the constantly changing environment and the unpredictability of the ring time. The Aim task uses iterative re nement to construct the target coordinates. As soon as the image is loaded, the Aim task computes a set of initial (approximate) coordinates and writes them to the command bu er so the system will be ready if the weapon is red (responsiveness is paramount). Given more time, the Aim task continuously re nes the coordinates and writes these updates to the command bu er. Two events will cause the Aim task to abandon the re nement of the current coordinates. First, when the weapon is red at the current coordinates, the Aim task should focus on a new target in the image. This is implemented via an asynchronous transfer of control in the Aim task using a call on the protected entry NextTarget as the trigger; this entry is accepted when the current coordinates are retrieved from the command bu er. Second, since the image is constantly changing, the Aim task should reload a fresh image after some time. This is also implemented with an asynchronous transfer of control in the Aim task, but using a delay trigger.
The pressing of the re button is communicated to the program through acceptance of entry Fire of protected object PanelControls (not shown). The PanelControls object would attach one of its protected procedures as the handler for the interrupt triggered by the button press, and this procedure would then cause the completion of a queued call on entry Fire. For modeling purposes, we assume that the entry call on Fire can complete at any time. In this section, we describe the construction of a transition system representing the untimed behavior of the program. Each state of the transition system is an abstraction of the states of the tasks comprising the program and the state of the run-time system, which implements the concurrent and real-time constructs of the language using the thread primitives provided by the underlying operating system. Each transition represents the execution of code transforming this abstract state.
The transition system is an untimed model; it captures only the possible changes in program state|not their timing constraints. Nevertheless, since the transition system will serve as the basis for the timed model (i.e., the hybrid automaton), it must contain enough detail to allow the speci cation of the timing constraints. For example, to represent the statement delay 10.0, we must use at least two transitions: one representing the timer being set (and the task blocking), and another representing the timer expiring (and the task waking up). These two events must produce visible state changes in the transition system so that we can attach a timing constraint to the corresponding transitions in the hybrid automaton stating that the latter transition occurs ten seconds after the former. To construct a su ciently accurate model of a program, the values of certain variables must be represented in the program's state. These include both program variables critical to the concurrency behavior of the tasks (e.g., variables appearing in select guards or protected entry barrier expressions), as well as certain data structures inside the run-time system (e.g., the ready queue, the task priorities). We represent an abstraction of this data in various state variables. For example, to represent the execution time of a preemptible code segment accurately, we must record which task is currently running. We store this information in the following state variable:
Running : Tasks identi es the currently running task. Tasks is the set of user tasks, plus the special task Idle, which runs when no other tasks are ready. As we discuss the representation of Ada's constructs in Section III-C, we will introduce additional state variables to store the information maintained by the run-time system to implement those constructs. The details of the data structures used to hold this information, as well as the code used to implement the constructs, varies from compiler to compiler. In order to understand how an Ada run-time system could be implemented, we looked at the GNU Ada Run-time Library (GNARL) 20], the run-time system of the GNU Ada Translator (GNAT). The design and implementation of GNARL is described in several papers 19{ 21] and its source code is freely available. Many of the state variables we use in our model of the run-time system are abstractions of data structures used by GNARL. In addition, our representation of run-time overhead, to be described in Section IV-C, is largely based on GNARL.
Although some of the details of our model may have to be adjusted for programs that are linked with another run-time system, the basic method we use to construct the model is widely applicable. Further, we are modeling the program at a su ciently abstract level that most di erences in run-time implementation should not a ect the model. The state variables we use, while based on GNARL, record information that would have to be stored by any Ada run-time system in order to implement the language semantics.
B.2 Control State
We adapt a common technique from concurrency analysis and represent the control state of each task as an abstraction of its control location obtained by locating events of interest in the task's code and representing only control locations just before or after these events. For a concurrency analysis, the events of interest are task synchronizations (e.g., rendezvous); in our case, the events of interest are references to the program data we represent. For each task, we identify transition points (T-points)|control locations in the code of the task just before or after modeled variables are read/written. Formally, the control location of a task is given by the program counter and all return addresses on the task's stack 3 . We represent the control state of a program by the T-points of its tasks, and use the following state variables to store this information:
TPoint T] : TPoints for each task T holds the current T-point of the task 4 . TPoints is the set of all program T-points.
B.3 Translation of Sequential Code
Given a block of code B representing the body of a task, and a set of modeled variables, we want to construct a transition system in which every event of interest in B is represented by a transition. We describe this translation using rewrite rules on labeled digraphs in which each node represents a T-point and each arc represents the block of code with which it is labeled. We start by creating two nodes n b ; n e representing the T-points at the beginning and end of the task body, and placing an arc from n b to n e labeled with the body of the task. Each rewrite rule replaces an arc (n; B; n 0 ) with a set of arcs and additional nodes, depending on the structure of B. Rewrite rules for some common sequential constructs are shown in Fig. 5 .
Blocks of code containing no events of interest are rewritten to null, the identity transformation. The ASSERT statement is used to enforce conditional control ow; its expression argument is conjoined with the guard for the transition. Note that an if statement whose conditional expression contains unmodeled variables is modeled with a nondeterministic choice (i.e., either branch is allowed); a conservative abstraction must capture all possible behaviors at the risk of including some impossible ones. Recall that we write transformations as procedural code; we write such transformations in set braces fBg to distinguish them from actual code (note the use of this in the rewrite rule for assignment to a modeled variable in Fig. 5 ). A small example of a task body and the resulting labeled graph generated by the rewrite rules is shown in Fig. 6 . The labeled digraphs resulting from the rewriting of the task bodies de ne the transition system representing the program's untimed behavior. The set of nodes in a task's digraph de nes the task's T-points, while each arc in a digraph de nes a guarded transformation in the transition system: an arc (n; B; n 0 ) in the digraph of task T de nes the guarded transformation g ) f where g requires the task be running, control be at T-point n, and any ASSERT condition be true:
g Section III-B provides a method for constructing a transition system from sequential code given a set of modeled variables. In this section, we build on this foundation by describing how to represent the concurrent and real-time constructs of Ada. For each construct, we use one or more state variables to store any informationrequired by the runtime system to implement the construct, and we provide rewrite rules that transform the construct into sequential code updating these state variables accordingly.
C.1 Priority Scheduling
Tasks in Ada are scheduled by the run-time system according to the task dispatching policy, which de nes how tasks are inserted into and retrieved from conceptual ready queues. The language de nes only one task dispatching policy, FIFO Within Priorities, though implementations are free to de ne others. We will discuss only this standard policy, although other policies (e.g., round robin) could be modeled within our basic framework. For each priority level, there exists a conceptual queue of tasks ready to run at that priority. The standard task dispatching policy selects the task at the head of the highest non-empty queue for execution. When tasks become ready, they are placed at the tail of the queue for their active priority. Tasks run until they block or are preempted by the awakening of a higher priority task; in the latter case the preempted task is placed at the head of the queue for its active priority. Also, certain operations (e.g., delay 0.0) cause the task to yield (i.e., go to the tail of the ready queue for its active priority).
We use the following state variables to store the essential scheduling information maintained by the run-time system:
ReadyQ P] : (Tasks) for each P 2 Priorities stores the sequence of tasks ready to run at priority P. Priorities is the totally ordered set of possible task priorities, plus two special priorities: ?, which is below any real priority, and >, which is above any real priority. The priority of the Idle task is ?. The running task is not stored on the ready queue.
Blocked T] : Boolean for each task T 2 Tasks indicates whether the task is blocked.
ActivePri T] : Priorities for each task T 2 Tasks stores the active priority of the task.
InheritedPri T] : (Priorities) for each task T 2 Tasks stores a set of priorities inherited by the task from protected objects or via rendezvous (this is a set since these constructs may be nested). The details of the data structures used by the run-time system to store this information are immaterial; we only need to capture the resulting behavior (e.g., in what order do the tasks execute).
A task is selected for execution according to the task dispatching policy at task dispatching points|any point where a task blocks, becomes ready, or loses priority. At such points in our model of the code, we will insert transformations modifying the run-time structures accordingly. Such transformations model the e ects of the thread primitives provided by the operating system. GNARL uses POSIX mutexes and condition variables to implement thread synchronization, thus we will focus on their associated primitives.
A mutex M is a lock that can be held by at most one thread at any time; threads acquire the lock using the primitive Lock(M), and release it with the primitive Unlock(M). The mutexes used by GNARL employ the priority ceiling locking protocol, which raises the priority of a thread locking a mutex to the ceiling priority of the mutex while the lock is held (the thread must not already have a priority higher than the ceiling). Assuming threads do not block while holding mutexes, and the program is being run on a uniprocessor under priority scheduling, the priority ceiling protocol guarantees that a thread attempting to acquire a mutex will never nd the mutex locked (a thread holding a mutex would inherit its ceiling priority and thus run in preference to any thread that might request the mutex). We use this fact to simplify our model. The state of a mutex need not be represented; only its e ect on the priority of the acquiring thread must be modeled.
A condition variable C is a stateless object on which a task may suspend itself to wait for some condition. Given a mutex M, execution of the primitive Wait(C,M) will atomically release the mutex M (which must be held by the current thread) and block the thread on condition C. Execution of the Signal(C) primitive (by some other thread) will unblock the thread, which must then reacquire the mutex M before proceeding. Our representation of condition variables di ers from the standard in two ways. First, the reacquisition of the mutex is normally implicit in the Wait primitive, but our Wait primitive only releases the lock|we write the Lock primitive separately (i.e., Wait(C,M) must be followed immediately by Lock(M)). Our modi ed Wait primitive can be represented with an atomic transformation, but the normal Wait primitive cannot be so represented because the thread must be interruptible between releasing and reacquiring the mutex. Second, a standard condition variable must maintain a queue of threads waiting for the condition. In GNARL, each thread has its own condition variable that only it waits on, thus we need not record this information.
The (atomic) transformations representing the thread primitives for mutexes and condition variables are shown in Fig. 7 in an Ada-like procedural notation. These transformations are not the implementations of the primitives, but only representations of the changes to the modeled runtime structures that the primitives cause. Just as Ada's high-level synchronization constructs are implemented with these low-level primitives, our model of these constructs will be composed of the transformations representing these primitives. This approach both simpli es construction of the model (since it closely parallels the code) and enhances its accuracy.
C.2 Rendezvous
In GNARL, rendezvous is implemented with mutexes and condition variables, along with some additional runtime structures. For each task T, there is an Ada Task Control Block (ATCB) containing a mutex (T.Mutex) to prevent concurrent access to the ATCB, and a condition variable (T.Cond) on which the task may suspend itself. The ATCB for the acceptor of an entry contains a queue for that entry, a boolean (Accepting) indicating whether the acceptor is blocked waiting to accept the entry, and an indication of which call (if any) is pending (i.e., being processed). We use the following state variables to represent this information:
EntryQ T] E] : (Tasks Priorities) for each T 2 Tasks and E 2 Entries(T ) stores the entry queue, which is a sequence of (Task,Priority) pairs holding the calls queued on the entry. The set Entries(T ) is the set of entries of task T.
Accepting T] E] : Boolean for each T 2 Tasks and E 2 Entries(T ) indicates whether task T is blocked waiting to accept entry E. In Fig. 8 , we give the rewrite rules for simple call and accept statements; the resulting code is a simpli ed version of the code used by GNARL to implement the synchronization. We abbreviate blocks of code in the diagram with names (e.g., Call Open(C,A,E)) and give the actual code below; note that these blocks of code are further rewritten by the rules in Fig. 5 and are thus di erent from the procedural primitives (e.g., Wait) given in Fig. 7 The acceptor's mutex is used to guarantee mutually exclusive access to the required run-time structures in the acceptor's ATCB. For an entry call, the caller determines whether the acceptor is blocked waiting for the call by examining the Accepting ag for that entry. If the acceptor is waiting (the call is open), the caller pends its call, clears the Accepting ag (so no other caller will pend another call), and wakes the acceptor. Otherwise (the call is closed), the caller queues its call, placing itself and its current active priority in the queue 5 . In either case, the caller then blocks until the rendezvous is complete. Upon reaching an accept statement, the acceptor checks if any calls are queued. If so (the accept is open), the rst such call is removed from the queue and marked pending. Otherwise (the accept is closed), the acceptor indicates it is waiting for a call on this entry by setting the Accepting ag, then blocks until awakened by a caller. The acceptor then inherits the priority of the pending call (i.e., the priority of the caller at the point of the call), executes the accept body, disinherits the priority of the pending call, and wakes the caller.
The translation of a selective accept is similar to the translation of an accept statement. First, all guards are evaluated and only open alternatives are considered. Second, the acceptor checks to see if there is a queued call for any of the open alternatives. If so, one such call is selected (arbitrarily), dequeued, and marked pending. Otherwise, the acceptor sets the Accepting ag for all of the open alternatives and blocks. We modify the entry call code shown in Fig. 8 so that the caller clears all the acceptor's Accepting ags when it pends a call (preventing callers of other entries from pending their calls).
C.3 Delay
Through the delay (until) statement and the delay (until) alternatives of select statements, Ada provides a mechanism for tasks to receive timer signals at speci c times. Receipt of such signals may wake up a task, time out a wait for a rendezvous, or cause the task to abort a block of code. For every occurrence of delay (until) in the source code, either as a statement or as a select Timers T] : (Alarms) for each task T, holds the set of alarms currently pending for T, where Alarms is the set of alarms for the program. Abstractly, whenever a task T pends a timer signal (e.g., by executing a delay statement), the alarm is added to Timers T]; whenever the alarm goes o or is canceled, it is removed from Timers T]. The setting and cancellation of an alarm is done by the task itself (as described below), but the expiration of the alarm is handled by the run-time system. The expiration of an alarm d in task T is represented in the transition system using a special timer transition de ned by the following guarded transformation: Note that, unlike all other guarded transformations we use to de ne transitions, the guard does not depend on TPoint T]; a timer signal may occur when pending, regardless of the current control location of the task. A task executing a delay statement with a strictly positive duration or a delay until statement with a time greater than the current time will pend a timer signal and block. In this case, we say the delay is closed, by analogy with entry calls. A task executing a delay statement with a zero duration or a delay until statement with a time less than or equal to the current time will yield control to any ready tasks of equal priority. In this case, we say the delay is open. A delay (until) statement is rewritten into a pair of transitions representing each case, as shown in Fig. 9 . The pending timer signals are stored in a data structure protected by the mutex Timer.Mutex. The Yield procedure is not shown, but its code is similar to that of Dispatch in Fig. 7 except that the running task is preempted if its priority is less than or equal to the priority of the next ready task, and the running task is placed at the tail of the ready queue for its current priority.
Whether a task executing a delay until statement will yield or block cannot be determined in the untimed model since this depends on the current time, which is represented only in the timed model; the timing constraints we add in Section IV-B will determine which transition occurs. For a delay statement with a constant argument C, we can determine statically whether the delay is open (C = 0) or closed (C > 0) and omit the corresponding branch in Fig. 9 . If the task blocks, the alarm it adds to Timers T] will cause the timer transition to awaken it; exactly when this transition occurs will also be determined by the timing constraints.
A delay (until) alternative in a selective accept statement bounds the time the task will wait for a rendezvous. We implement a delay (until) alternative by modifying the selective accept code described in Section III-C.2 so that it pends a timer signal before blocking. If the delay is open or the task is awakened by the timer signal, then the delay alternative is selected and the corresponding statements are executed. When awakened, the task can tell that it was awakened by a caller rather than the timer by examining Accepting T] E] for some open entry E in the select statement; the caller sets these ags to False before waking the acceptor. If awakened by the caller, the task cancels the pending timer signal by removing the alarm from Timers T]. A delay (until) alternative can also be used in a timed entry call to bound the time the caller will wait for the entry to be accepted. We use a simple source transformation given in 20] to implement a timed entry call using an asynchronous transfer of control.
C.4 Other Constructs
We can use the same basic method to model Ada's other concurrent and real-time constructs. Since all such constructs are implemented by code that simply manipulates run-time structures and invokes thread primitives, we can take any implementation of a construct and use it to build a model of the construct's behavior by:
1. Identifying the essential information needed to implement the construct and storing this information in one or more state variables. 2. Rewriting occurrences of the construct into code sequences that mirror the implementation's updates to the modeled data. For example, to represent protected objects, we need to model the object's lock (and its e ect on the task's priority), the state of the object's entry queues, and any variables appearing in the barriers. To represent an asynchronous transfer of control, we need to record which operations (i.e., entry calls or delays) will initiate the transfer of control, to what T-point will control transfer for each such operation, what pending operations (e.g., entry calls, delays) might need to be canceled if control is transferred, and whether abortion has been deferred for a given task. Details of the representation of these constructs are given in a technical report 10].
D. Reducing the Transition System
The transition systems produced by the rewrite rules outlined in Section III-C are much larger than required for our analysis. In this section, we reduce the size of the transition system by applying virtual coarsening 4], a well-known technique for reducing the size of concurrency models by collapsing invisible actions into adjacent visible actions. Formally, we will construct a transition system (S ; T ), called the reduced transition system, from the original transition system (S; T) by collapsing each (maximal) sequence of invisible transitions into the visible transition following that sequence. Although the basic method is standard, we believe that our notion of what constitutes a visible transition is novel.
To motivate our reduction, consider that, in the original transition system, almost every update to a state variable representing a run-time data structure is represented by a distinct transition. In practice (e.g., in GNARL), updates to shared run-time data structures are performed while the task is holding a mutex with a priority ceiling higher than the priority of any (user) task. The resulting updates are thus e ectively atomic and can be modeled with a single transition that performs all the updates at once; although there are intermediate states, no other task can preempt to see those states and so they need not be represented.
Virtual coarsening techniques characterize task actions as visible if they can (potentially) either a ect or be affected by the actions of other tasks. Only visible actions must be represented by state transitions. Changes in the control location of the task or updates to local task variables are typical invisible actions, whereas synchronizations or updates to global variables are typical visible actions. In our model, a task T can a ect the behavior of another task T 0 by changing the value of a state variable v that is read by T 0 ; such a change could enable/disable transitions of T 0 if v appears in the guard, or a ect how the transformations of T 0 update other state variables. Unfortunately, a straightforward application of this kind of virtual coarsening would not signi cantly reduce the size of the transition systems generated by our modeling technique since most of the state variables in these systems represent run-time structures that are accessed by several (often all) of the tasks, thus updates to these structures would always be visible.
Virtual coarsening techniques are usually applied to pure concurrency models in which the actions of di erent tasks may be interleaved arbitrarily. In our model, the order in which the tasks are scheduled is largely determined by their priority. We use this information to improve the reduction by making a task action visible only at the time that it could potentially a ect or be a ected by an action of another task. In particular, if a task T modi es a state variable v read by another task T 0 , this update need not be visible until T 0 could potentially run|that is, until T blocks/yields or until the priority of T falls below that of T 0 (e.g., through the release of a mutex). Symmetrically, if T reads a variable v written by T 0 , the read need not be visible until T 0 could potentially run to modify v. For example, if a task makes a series of updates to run-time structures while holding a mutex with a high priority ceiling, these updates need not be visible until the lock is released; only then might other tasks preempt, run, and a ect or be af-fected by the updates.
In our version of virtual coarsening, a transition representing a task action might not be immediately visible, but may become visible after some future transition (e.g., that releases a mutex). To implement this reduction, we record information about the actions that the currently running task has taken since the last visible state. Given a sequence of states representing a continuous run of a particular task T, we assign a visibility level to each state|only other tasks whose priority does not exceed the visibility level could potentially a ect or be a ected by the actions T has taken since the last visible state. So long as the visibility level does not exceed the active priority of the running task, all reads/writes of state variables cannot a ect or be a ected by any potentially preempting task. As a result, the transitions performing these reads/writes are invisible.
We determine the visibility level of states from the state variables referenced by the transitions leading to the state. In particular, we assign each state variable a visibility level as follows:
The visibility level of all variables accessed only by one task (including TPoint T]) is ?. No other task could a ect or be a ected by reads/writes to such variables. The visibility level of all components of a protected object (including the entry queues) is the ceiling priority of the object. No task running at a priority higher than the ceiling could access the protected object.
The visibility level of Running is ?. Although this variable appears in the guard of almost every transition, the restricted manner in which the variable is read/written prevents it from a ecting a task's behavior. This variable cannot a ect what actions a task takes, but only when these actions are taken.
The visibility level of all other state variables is MaxPri, the highest real system priority 6 . Reads/writes to these variables, which include most run-time structures, could potentially a ect the behavior of any other task. Given the visibility levels of the state variables, we de ne the visibility level of a transition (s; s 0 ) as the maximum of the visibility levels of all state variables referenced in the guarded transformation de ning the transition. As a special case, we assign visibility level > to the timer transitions and any transition that represents a context switch (i.e., modi es Running); these transitions must be immediately visible in order to attach the timing constraints we describe in Section IV-B.
We construct the reduced transition system by modifying the original transition system to record information on the visibility of its states. We then modify the transformation on every transition to update these state variables as follows. Given a transition (s; s 0 ), we de ne the e ective visibility of the transition to be the maximumof its visibility level and VisibilityLevel(s), and we de ne the e ective priority of the transition to be the minimum active priority exhibited by the running task (i.e., the task running at s) over the computation represented by the transition (i.e., the minimum of ActivePri Running(s)](s) and ActivePri Running(s)](s 0 )).
If the e ective visibility of the transition is greater than its e ective priority, then the currently running task has read/written a state variable that could be accessed by a potentially preempting task. The transition is visible, and we set Visible(s 0 ) = true and VisibilityLevel(s 0 ) = ?.
If the e ective visibility of the transition does not exceed its e ective priority, then any reads/writes of state variables the running task may have made can a ect or be a ected by only tasks that cannot preempt it. The transition is invisible, and we set Visible(s 0 ) = false and set VisibilityLevel(s 0 ) equal to the e ective visibility of the transition. We also conjoin Visible to the guard of the timer transition (from Section III-C.3) so that the timer transition is enabled only in visible states.
Although visibility level is the primary mechanism we use for reduction, we also take advantage of the atomicity provided by atomic mutexes|mutexes with a ceiling priority of MaxPri|which are held during the brief intervals while run-time structures are updated. In particular, we make the change in priority caused by the acquisition or release of such mutexes invisible (i.e., the visibility level of
ActivePri T] and InheritedPri T] is treated as ? for these updates). We justify this reduction in Section IV-D, where we discuss the representation of atomic code segments.
Once we have modi ed the original transition system as described, we construct the reduced transition system as follows. The states S of the reduced transition system are exactly the states of the (modi ed) original transition system where Visible = true. The transitions T of the reduced transition system are exactly the pairs (s 0 ; s n ) where s 0 ; s n 2 S (i.e., are visible) and there exists a trace (s 0 ; s 1 ); : : :; (s n?1 ; s n ) in the (modi ed) original transition system where s 1 ; : : :; s n?1 are not visible. Fig. 10 gives an example of how a sequence of transitions in the original transition system is collapsed into a single transition in the reduced transition system (this is some computation, represented by null, followed by the Call Open code from Fig. 8 ). The reduced transition system is shown with solid lines; the original transition system is shown with dotted lines. We show only selected state variables. For the states of the original transition system, we show only the state variables that were changed by the preceding transition. The ATCB mutexes are atomic, thus the increase in the task's priority caused by the acquisition of the mutex is not visible. Similarly, all reads/writes of the run-time structures while the mutex is held are invisible since the visibility level does not exceed the current priority (MaxPri). The release of the mutex produces a visible state change because the transition's e ective visibility (which is > due to the modi cation of Running) exceeds its e ective priority.
The net e ect of our reduction is to represent certain sequences of updates in the program with a single atomic action in the model. Some of these sequences are atomic in the sense that the task executing them cannot be preempted; this is the case for the updates performed while the task holds an atomic mutex. Other sequences are not really atomic, but can be modeled as such since the updates are not visible to higher priority tasks that might preempt; this is the case for a sequence of updates made to a protected object during a single protected action.
By faithfully representing the semantics of each language construct and the run-time system, the transition system we construct from a program captures all behaviors of that program in the following precise sense. Given a reduced transition system (S ; T ) representing a program, we dene the T -points as those points of control within the code of the program's tasks just after the task has performed some visible action (where visible is de ned as above). The T -points 7 of a program are exactly the the T-points appearing in S (e.g., T-points 1 and 9 of Fig. 10 are Tpoints). It is the order in which T -points are reached that we consider signi cant. A behavior of the program is a sequence of T -points reached during one of its possible executions (a uniprocessor can reach at most one T-point at a time, so this set of events is totally ordered). A behavior of the transition system is a sequence of T -points reached during one of its possible traces. We say that the transition system is a conservative abstraction of the program's untimed behavior if every behavior of the program is a behavior of the transition system. Note that, by construction, the reduced transition system has exactly the same behaviors as the original transition system. Fig. 11 shows the reduced transition system constructed for a small example with two tasks, one of which executes a delay statement. We show the values of selected state variables in each state, and label each transition with the code region it represents (the timer transitions are labeled timer). The two possible behaviors of the transition system are 4, 5, 2 and 4, 2, 5; the program might exhibit one or both of these behaviors, depending on the time bounds of code region a. Although the original transition system is quite detailed, the reduced transition system is compact.
IV. Representing the Timed Behavior
In this section, we describe how to represent the timing constraints of the program by using the reduced transition system constructed in Section III to build a hybrid automaton. In order to insure that our model is a conservative abstraction of the program's timing properties, we also discuss how to account for various common sources of run-time overhead.
A. Hybrid Automata
We chose constant slope linear hybrid automata 1] as our timed model. Hybrid automata combine a nite-state control with a set of real-valued variables. The values of the variables change continuously while the automaton remains at a control location, and may change discretely with an instantaneous transition from one control location to another. The control locations and transitions of our hybrid automaton are in one-to-one correspondence with the states and transitions of the reduced transition system derived in Section III-D. We use the real-valued variables of the hybrid automaton to enforce timing constraints on its transitions.
Each transition represents a code region, or more precisely, the completion of the execution of a code region. The execution time of the code region is modeled with an appropriate delay before its (instantaneous) transition. The length of the delay must fall in the interval L; U] given by the bounds on the region's execution time and is measured using a stopwatch-like mechanism. A real-valued variable, x, which advances continuously as time passes, is reset to zero when the location representing the beginning of the code region is reached. We attach a guard condition x L to the transition that prevents its occurrence until at least L time units have passed, and we attach an invariant condition x U to the location that requires it be exited before more than U time units have passed. Fig. 12 shows a hybrid automaton constructed from the reduced transition system in Fig. 11 . Each location is labeled with an invariant and the rate at which each variable is changing (the rate of variable x is denoted _ x), and each transition is labeled with a guard and a set of assignments to the variables. We use variables x 1 and x 2 to record the CPU time allocated to tasks 1 and 2, respectively. Note that _ x i = 0 when task i is not running; this allows a simple representation of timing constraints in the presence of preemption. For example, if code region a is interrupted in location 2 by the preemption of task 2, then when task 1 resumes the execution of a in location 4, x 1 will still contain the the CPU time expended on a in location 2, but not the time spent in location 3 while task 2 was running. The timing constraints for the timer transitions (labeled timer) are enforced using the variable now, which holds the current time, and variable y d , which stores the wakeup time for the delay. The constant accounts for the inaccuracy of the timer mechanism, which we discuss in Section IV-C.2.
We give the formal de nition for hybrid automata below. Every run of the product can be projected onto a run of each component.
In 9,11], the composition operator was used to combine hybrid automata representing each task into a hybrid automaton representing the program. In this paper, we found it easier to represent the whole program as a single transition system due to the extensive global run-time structures needed to model the features of Ada 95. Therefore, the composition operator will be used only in Section V to combine a hybrid automaton representing a safety property with the hybrid automaton representing the program.
A.4 Alternative Models
As we noted in Section I, there are many models for realtime systems. We chose to use hybrid automata for two reasons. First, the ability to stop clocks simpli es the speci cation of timing constraints in the presence of preemption (e.g., the preemption of task 1 by task 2 in Fig. 12) . Since a task may be preempted by a higher priority task, the execution of a code region may be interrupted and resumed, perhaps many times. The timing constraints on a transition representing the execution of code must be expressed in terms of the CPU time allocated to the task, not in terms of the actual time that has passed. Such constraints are awkward to represent in most real-time speci cation languages, which provide mechanisms in which time advances uniformly for all components (e.g., timed automata 2], which are hybrid automata in which all clocks advance at rate one in all locations).
Whether real-time systems should be modeled with continuous or discrete time is still a topic of debate. Our second reason for choosing hybrid automata was to use a continuous model of time. This choice may seem peculiar since the underlying system is discrete (every duration will be an integral number of clock cycles). We use continuous time since it facilitates the construction of conservative abstractions by making the choice of time unit largely irrelevant. This allows the use of constants with smaller magnitudes, which generally makes the analysis more tractable. For example, consider a code region that may take exactly 1027, 1309, or 1937 milliseconds. In a continuous time model, we could represent this region with a millisecond delay in the real interval 1027; 1937]. By changing the time unit to seconds and sacri cing some accuracy, we could instead represent the code region using a second delay in the real interval 1; 2]. Note that both of these representations are conservative abstractions|every program behavior is rep-resented. A discrete time model using seconds as the time unit (i.e., representing the code region with a delay of duration 1 or 2) is not a conservative abstraction of the program.
B. Constructing the Timing Constraints
In this section, we describe how to use the real-valued variables of a hybrid automaton to model the timing behavior of a program represented as a transition system. Before we begin, we rst de ne precisely how our timed model represents a program by extending the de nition of correspondence given in Section III-D. Given a possible execution of a program, the timed behavior corresponding to that execution is the sequence of pairs (n i ; t i ) representing the T -points n i reached in the execution, each paired with the time t i until the following T -point was reached. Similarly, given a run of a hybrid automaton, the timed behavior corresponding to that run is the sequence of pairs representing the T -points (i.e., locations) reached in the run, paired with the time spent in the location (i.e., the inter-transition times t i from the run). We say that a hybrid automaton is a conservative abstraction of a program's timing behavior if every timed behavior of the program is a timed behavior of the hybrid automaton.
There are two basic kinds of timing constraints in a realtime program. The rst kind constrains the CPU time required for a running task to execute a code region. The second kind constrains the actual time that a task waits for a timer signal. We discuss each in turn.
As noted in Section I, timing analysis of sequential code is a di cult problem that we do not address in this paper. We assume that existing techniques (e.g., 27, 31]) can be used to obtain upper and lower bounds on the execution time of a sequential code region between two T -points. Given such bounds, we use the stopwatch-like mechanism described in Section IV-A to force an appropriate delay before the transition representing the completion of the code region. In particular, for each task T, we use a real-valued variable x T to record the amount of CPU time allocated to task T (i.e., the amount of time T has been running) since it reached its last T -point. For each location`, we set _ x T = 1 if Running = T in`, and set _ x T = 0 otherwise (i.e., the CPU time allocated to a task increases only when the task is running).
In some locations, there may be more than one transition (not counting any timer transitions). This would occur, for example, if the task contained an if statement with an unmodeled condition, as in Fig. 13 . For such locations, the upper bounds are included in the transition guards, and the invariant of the location constrains the CPU clock of the running task to be less than or equal to the maximum of the upper bounds of the transitions.
The second kind of timing constraint concerns the amount of time a task waits for a pending timer signal. As described in Section III-C.3, we associate an alarm with every delay (until) statement/alternative in the program. For each alarm d, we use a real-valued variable y d to store the time at which the associated timer signal will occur. These variables do not change continuously: _ y d = 0 for all locations. We also use a special real-valued variable now that records the current time and which advances at rate one in all locations.
Recall from Section III-C.3 that the execution of a delay (until) statement/alternative by a task T is modeled by a transition that adds the corresponding alarm d to Timers T]. This transition (in the hybrid automaton) sets y d to the earliest time that the signal might occur. For all locations where d 2 Timers T], we conjoin now y d + to the invariant. The constant represents the inaccuracy of the timer mechanism due to the timer interrupt period, and other factors discussed in Section IV-C. For all timer transitions that remove d from Timers T] (i.e., represent the occurrence of the timer signal), we conjoin now y d to the guard. The example in Fig. 12 illustrates these timing constraints.
The time at which the timer signal will occur depends on the form of the delay statement and the expression provided as its argument. In this paper, we restrict the expression argument to a delay statement/alternative to be a constant C; the resulting timer signal will occur around time now + C. For a delay until statement/alternative, we restrict the expression argument to be a program variable W of type Time that is initialized to the current time and can be incremented by a constant (e.g., variable NextTime of task Camera in Fig. 4) . Although W is not modeled in the sense of Section III-B.1 (i.e., its value is not encoded in the transition system state), we model its value using a real-valued variable w in the hybrid automaton. We initialize w := now, set _ w = 0 for all locations, and place an assignment w := w + C on transitions representing code regions that increment W by the constant C. The timer signal resulting from delay until W will occur around time w.
C. Accounting for Run-Time Overhead
In this section, we describe how various common sources of run-time overhead are accounted for in the timing con-straints of Section IV-B. In particular, we discuss how to account for the overhead of task synchronization, timer services, context switches, and interrupts. Such overhead is nontrivial in real implementations and must be accounted for in a conservative abstraction of the program's timing behavior. C.1 Task Synchronization
As described in Section III, task synchronization (e.g., rendezvous, protected actions) is implemented by run-time system code executed by the tasks. In our model, task synchronization statements are rewritten into code segments that implement the synchronization with manipulations of run-time data structures and calls to thread primitives. We note that this closely parallels the way synchronization statements are translated in GNAT, where tree transformations on the abstract syntax tree are used to replace such statements with code sequences and/or calls to run-time system routines. Since we explicitly represent the run-time system code implementing thread synchronization, accounting for the execution time of this code is straightforward: we simply treat this code like any other code executed by the task and include its execution time in the bounds of the corresponding code region.
C.2 Timer Services
Our representation of the overhead of timer services is based on the implementation of those services in GNARL 20] . We give a brief overview of this implementation and then describe how to account for the resulting overhead.
Timer services in GNARL are provided for all tasks by a single protected object holding an ordered list of timeout requests and a single timer task that runs at the highest system priority. A delay (until) statement is translated as an entry call on the protected object with the wakeup time as a parameter. The entry call inserts the request into the list, wakes up the timer task if the new request was inserted at the front (i.e., is earlier than the next timeout request), and then blocks until the request is later serviced by the timer task. The timer task, when awakened, services any requests whose time has passed (waking the corresponding tasks), reads the next wakeup time from the rst remaining request on the list, and then blocks until that time on a condition variable using the POSIX timedwait primitive (a variant of the Wait primitive for condition variables that bounds the time that the thread is blocked). Abstractly, when a task executes a delay statement, there will be a brief urry of high priority computation as the request is inserted into the list and (possibly) the timer task is run. (The protected object containing the request list also uses the priority ceiling protocol with a ceiling set to the highest system priority, thus all this computation is done at the same high priority.) The task will then block until approximately the requested time, at which point there will be another urry of high priority computation as the timer task runs again. The time at which the timer task awakes from the timedwait is approximate since the operating system supports this primitive using the timer interrupt, which occurs at a xed period ( ).
In our model, we do not explicitly represent either the timer object or the timer task, although we account for their overhead as follows. Accounting for the overhead of making a timer request is relatively straightforward since (much of) this code is explicitly represented (see Fig. 9 ). We simply include the overhead of updating the timer object and the overhead of the possible timer task run in the time bounds for the transition that adds the alarm to Timers T].
Accounting for the overhead of the timer task servicing the request is more di cult. Even though the action of servicing the timer request is explicitly represented in the timer transitions, these transitions are instantaneous and cannot represent the execution time of the timer task, but only its e ect on the run-time data structures. To account for the overhead of the timer task's execution in the absence of an explicit timer task that can be run, we include this overhead in the execution time of the other tasks. In particular, we include this overhead in the execution time of code regions that could be preempted by the timer task.
Let U t be an upper bound on the execution of one iteration of the timer task's loop (although the exact execution time depends on the current number of timer requests, an upper bound does exist since the number of delays in the program is bounded). For each location with an incoming timer transition, we include U t in the upper bound of all non-timer transitions out of the location (e.g., U c in Fig. 12 would include both the upper bound on code region c and U t ).
If the location is entered via a timer transition, then the overhead of the timer task is accounted for by allowing the automaton to stay in the location for an extra U t time units. If the location is not entered via a timer transition, then we have sacri ced some accuracy in our model since the automaton may still remain in the location for an extra U t time units. Nevertheless, since U t is small and (in our experience) most locations either have no incoming timer transitions or only incoming timer transitions, this inaccuracy should not be signi cant.
C.3 Context Switches
Accounting for context switch and scheduler overhead is chie y a matter of specifying the precise location of the T-points. All CPU time is charged to some task; we must simply be precise about when we stop billing one task and start billing another. We chose to charge the cost of a context switch to the task causing the switch. A task may cause a context switch when it invokes certain task primitives (e.g., Wait) or when it is awakened by an interrupt handler and preempts the currently running task.
If a task calls a primitive that causes a context switch, we place the T-point at the instruction just after the call to the context switch routine. The code for the primitive (before the switch), the scheduler, and the context switch routine are considered part of the code region represented by the transition into the T-point, and their execution time is included in the time bounds of that transition. For example, the b transition of Fig. 12 would include the overhead of the context switch caused by the Wait primitive, which is used to block the task until the delay completes.
When an interrupt awakens a task, the handler compares the priorities of the awakened and currently running task and triggers the scheduler if the awakened task has higher priority. The overhead of this context switch is charged to the awakened task by including the execution time of the scheduler and context switch in the upper bound of all transitions out of the location representing the T-point where the task is newly awakened. We do not include the overhead in the lower bound because the context switch will not occur if the priority of the currently running task is not exceeded; we need to represent this case. For example, given the implementation of timer services described in Section IV-C.2, the c transitions of Fig. 12 would include the overhead of the possible context switch to the timer task triggered by the timer interrupt, as well as the overhead of the subsequent context switch caused by the blocking of the timer task.
C.4 Interrupts
On any system, the CPU will spend some small part of its time running interrupt handlers. This overhead, though small, must be accounted for in a conservative abstraction. We use the technique described in 34], which uses bounds on the interrupt frequency and handler execution time to in ate the upper bounds of all task code regions. For example, if f is the frequency of the timer interrupt, h is an upper bound on the execution time of the timer interrupt handler, and U is an upper bound on the execution time of a code region without interrupts, then the execution time of the region with timer interrupts is bounded by U 0 where U 0 = U + U 0 f h.
D. Atomicity
Certain code segments are atomic (i.e., they cannot be interrupted). There are two sources for such atomicity. First, the operating system will disable interrupts for brief intervals while it performs certain operations (e.g., runs the scheduler). Second, the run-time system will hold an atomic mutex (i.e., mutex with priority ceiling MaxPri) while it manipulates its own data structures (recall that we made the change in priority caused by the acquisition/release of atomic mutexes invisible in Section III-D). Given a code region represented by a transition, certain segments of that region may be atomic, yet this atomicity is not represented in our model. While the execution times of these atomic code segments will be short, failure to account for their atomicity can lead to a model that is not a conservative abstraction of the program.
As an example, consider again the two tasks shown in Fig. 12 , but suppose each task makes an entry call T.E at the end of its body. These extra statements would produce additional states, but we will focus on the code to queue the entry calls (the Call Closed code from Fig. 8 ), which would be included in code regions a and c. Suppose task 1's computation takes exactly 9.5 time units, the queuing of the entry call (while task 1 holds the ATCB mutex) takes 2 time units, and the timer period ( ) is 1. After task 2 blocks, task 1 will execute for 9.5 time units at its normal priority, then execute for 2 time units at priority MaxPri while it queues the call. Task 2 will sleep 10{11 time units, wake up while task 1 is running at priority MaxPri, and thus have to wait until task 1 nishes queuing its call before preempting. Therefore, in the program, task 1's entry call will always be queued before task 2's. The model, however, does not capture this behavior. In the model, the timer transition will always occur before transition a, and task 2 will preempt task 1 immediately upon awakening since we have not modeled the atomicity of the last 2 time units of code region a (in particular, we have not made visible the increase in task 1's priority caused by the acquisition of the ATCB mutex). Therefore, in the model, task 2's entry call will always be queued rst. Without accounting for atomicity, the model is not a conservative abstraction of the program.
To model the e ect of atomicity, we could represent atomic code segments using separate regions having very high priority (i.e., we could make the change in priority caused by acquiring an atomic mutex visible). Unfortunately, this signi cantly increases the number of locations and the di culty of the analysis. Instead, we chose to sacri ce some accuracy to preserve the size of the automata. In our model, an awakened task with higher priority than the currently running task will preempt that task immediately. In the program, this preemption would be delayed until the currently running task completed any atomic code segment it might be executing. To capture such behaviors in the model, we change the representation of the program to allow the awakening of tasks to be delayed until any atomic code segment could complete.
There are two ways for tasks to be awakened. A task may be signaled by another task, or it may be signaled by an interrupt handler. In the rst case, we simply make the transition that wakes up the signaled task be the one that releases the mutex (and thus ends the atomic segment). This is accomplished using the state reduction of Section III-D. A task signaling another task will be holding an atomic mutex; the updates caused by the signal (i.e., to ReadyQ P] and Blocked T]) will not be visible until the mutex is released (for an example, see Fig. 10 ).
In the case where the thread is awakened by an interrupt, we allow the timer transition representing the interrupt to occur a bit later than the interrupt in the program (such a model can still be a conservative abstraction because timer interrupts/transitions are not recorded in program/automaton behaviors since they do not change TPoint T] for any task T). In particular, we extend the interrupt transition's upper bound by , where is an upper bound on the execution time of all atomic code segments in the program ( can be determined by taking the maximum of the upper bounds of all code segments between atomic mutex acquisition and release and between interrupt disabling and enabling). Returning to the above example, as- rst, though it also still has runs in which thread 2's call is queued rst.
V. Analysis
A formal model is of little use if it does not facilitate analysis. In this section, we describe how to use the formal model of a program's timing behavior to verify its timing requirements. Our general approach is to specify the timing requirement as a hybrid automaton, which we call the property automaton; compose the property automaton with the hybrid automaton representing the program, which we call the program automaton; and then apply standard analysis techniques for hybrid systems to this composition. We demonstrate the feasibility of our modeling technique by constructing and analyzing models of two real-time Ada tasking programs, and summarize our experience in conducting these case studies.
A. Verifying Timing Requirements
Most timing requirements specify the minimum/maximum time between certain events. Using a small hybrid automaton with a single variable, we can easily measure the time between successive occurrences of a single event, or between the occurrence of one speci c event and another. For the robot example, we are interested in the time between successive commands being sent to the robot (Signal events). For the target example, we are interested in the time between the button being pushed (Push event) and the device ring (Fire event). Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the property automata we use for our case studies. Hints for specifying other kinds of commonly occurring properties are given in 25].
The synchronization labels in the property automaton identify events in the program that are mentioned in the timing requirement. We label each transition in the program automaton that represents the occurrence of one of these events with the appropriate label. If necessary, the occurrence of the event can be made a visible action so that it will be represented with a distinct transition. Given suitably labeled property and program automata, we compose these automata to form the analysis automaton using the composition operator of Section IV-A.3. Note that the property automaton is simply an observer; it does not constrain the time or occurrence of the synchronizing transitions in the program automaton, but only uses these transitions to change its own state.
The analysis automaton is analyzed using the standard method for reachability analysis of hybrid systems, which is described in detail in 1]. The method determines the set of reachable states of a hybrid automaton using the xpoint technique we sketch below. A region is a set of states of a hybrid automaton speci ed by a predicate. Given a region W, the region post(W) is the set of states reachable from a state in W via a single transition or the passage of some time t > 0. Given the set of initial states I, the set of states reachable from I in some nite number of transitions is post (I) = S i 0 post i (I), which is the least xpoint of the equation X = I post(X). When the states violating the property are given as a region Y (e.g., z 20), the property can be veri ed by checking that post (I)\Y = ;.
Further, existential quanti cation can be used to perform a parametric analysis in which the required constraints on one or more parameters can be derived automatically 14]. For example, an upper bound on the value of a variable z can be obtained by solving for the parameter in post (I)\ (z ).
The state reachability problem for hybrid automata is undecidable 1]. It follows that the above analysis algorithm provides only a semidecision procedure|there may be no xpoint and thus the algorithm may not terminate. Nevertheless, Henzinger reports 25] that the algorithm usually does terminate in practice, and our own experience supports this.
B. Analysis Tools
In order to use our modeling technique on nontrivial programs, we implemented a prototype tool in COMMON Lisp that takes an Ada-like speci cation of a program 8 and constructs a hybrid automaton representing the program using the method in Sections III{IV. The time bounds of the code regions are speci ed using special computation events embedded in this speci cation; in a real timing analysis tool, these durations would be derived from the sequential code comprising these regions using techniques like 27, 31] .
The model building tool rst constructs the (reduced) transition system with a standard depth-rst search of the state space, and then annotates the transitions with the appropriate timing constraints. The reduced transition system is generated directly (i.e., the original transition system is never constructed) by collapsing sequences of invisible transitions as they are encountered in the search.
We analyze the program automaton constructed by our tool using the HyTech veri er for hybrid systems (version 1.02a) 24, 25] . Our tool outputs the program automaton as a HyTech input le. The property automaton is speci ed by hand in HyTech's input format, and also included in this le, along with a series of analysis commands. HyTech composes the program and property automata, and then performs the analysis speci ed by the commands. We examine the output of HyTech to determine the result of the analysis.
In order to improve the e ciency of the analysis, we use two techniques recommended in 25]. First, we explicitly set the values of variables that are no longer relevant to unknown. A variable used to record the CPU time allocated to task T is relevant only while the task is ready, and is thus set to unknown when the task blocks (it is reset to zero by any transition that wakes up the task). A variable representing an alarm is relevant only while the alarm is pending and is thus set to unknown when the timer signal occurs. Second, we polish 3] all the timing constraints in the program automaton so that all constants appearing in the constraints are multiples of some xed value m. We polish constraints in such a way that they are weakened|the set of runs of the automaton with the polished constraints is a superset of the set of runs of the original automaton. In particular, all lower bounds are rounded down to the nearest multiple of m and all upper bounds are rounded up to the nearest multiple of m. The constant m controls the accuracy of the analysis, but also impacts the cost. In general, larger values of m will degrade the accuracy (i.e., tightness) of the bounds, but may help the xpoint computation to converge faster.
C. Case Studies
In order to demonstrate that our modeling technique is feasible (i.e., could potentially generate analyzable models of programs), we apply the technique to two nontrivial programs. Although these programs are small, their timing properties are su ciently complex that verifying their timing requirements by hand would be unthinkable. Since we have not (as yet) integrated our model building tool with a sequential timing analysis tool, we estimate plausible durations for the program's code regions, as well as for the overhead of various run-time operations. Table I gives the bounds we used for the code regions implementing various synchronization constructs 9 .
C.1 Robot Controller
As described in Section II-C.1, this example models a program that gathers data from two sensors and sends commands to a robot. The source code is given in Fig. 2 the durations we use for the computations performed by the procedures are given in Table II . The timing requirement we would like to verify is that a command will be sent to the robot at least once every 15 milliseconds. We use our model building tool to construct the program automaton and mark the transitions that complete the Signal procedure in the Integrator task with the synchronization label Signal. We then feed the program automaton and the property automaton shown in Fig. 14 to HyTech, along with a command instructing it to perform a parametric analysis on the reachable states to nd an upper bound on z (the time between Signal events). Using a polishing constant of m = 100, HyTech reports that the bound is 16,600 sec, thus the timing requirement is not met in the model. With very short durations leading up to the rst Signal and very long durations leading up to the second, the sensor tasks can steal enough CPU time from the integrator task to cause it to miss its deadline on the second Signal. By changing the analysis commands slightly, we can instruct HyTech to print a symbolic run of the analysis automaton leading to the state where z = 16; 600, illustrating this behavior. This run can help the analyst understand how the program can violate the timing requirement, and perhaps suggest ways to modify the program in order to meet the requirement. For a version of this example, we showed in 9] that, if the integrator task is given the highest priority, then the timing requirement is met. The performance of the model building tool and HyTech on the case studies is given in Table III . Times are in seconds on a Sun SPARCstation 10 with 96 MB and include both user and system time. The columns show: the number of locations, transitions, and variables in the program automaton; the time to construct the program automaton, the number of iterations required by HyTech to reach a xpoint, and the running time for HyTech. C.2 Targeting System This example, described in Section II-C.2, models a targeting system. The durations we use for the computations performed by the procedures are given in Table IV . For this example, we want to know the longest time that can elapse between a button being pushed and the weapon ring. We mark the appropriate transitions in the program automaton with Push and Fire synchronization labels, feed this automaton and the property automaton in Fig. 15 to HyTech, and again instruct HyTech to nd an upper bound on z. Using a polishing constant of m = 200, HyTech reports the bound to be 4,400 sec, and produces a run in which this delay is realized. Although it contains only two Push events, the run is quite complex|the second Push must occur immediately after the rst Fire, which itself must be timed so that the image is about to expire (via the Aim task's asynchronous transfer of control) and the Camera task is about to wake up.
D. Scalability
The scalability of our modeling and analysis technique is di cult to evaluate. Our case studies suggest that the limiting factor in scaling the technique is the analysis, whose performance is hard to predict a priori from the automaton. In general, smaller hybrid automata are easier to analyze, but relatively small changes (e.g., in the value of a constant) can also have a dramatic impact on performance.
For example, when we use a polishing constant of m = 400 for the target example, the number of iterations required to reach a xpoint drops from 48 to 34, the analysis time drops from 2,486 seconds to 1,282 seconds, and the resulting upper bound obtained is loosened from 4,400 to 6,000. Even with this change, the target example is much harder to analyze than the robot example, despite having a similar number of locations and transitions; the regions representing the possible variable values at each location are more complex, and more iterations are required to calculate these regions.
The scalability of most modeling/analysis techniques for concurrent systems is limited by the state explosion problem, and our technique is no exception. Some aspects of our technique mitigate the state explosion. For example, using a deterministic task dispatching policy greatly reduces the number of interleavings of task actions (most concurrency analysis techniques assume scheduling is arbitrary). On the other hand, accurately capturing a program's timing behavior generally requires a model in which more task actions are visible when compared to a model that must only capture the possible sequences of synchronizations. For example, the delay statement need not be modeled at all in a concurrency analysis, and most rendezvous can be modeled with a single transition 5]. On balance, we believe that the severity of the state explosion will be dependent on the number of tasks with delay (until) statements/alternatives; since task scheduling is deterministic, most nondeterminism in the transition system is caused by the timer transitions, although some nondeterminism is also introduced by unmodeled program variables (e.g., see Fig. 13 ).
Currently, we believe our technique is limited to programs with a small number of tasks and a very modest amount of modeled data. Nevertheless, we have shown the technique can still be useful on programs that are far too di cult to analyze by hand. Further, additional abstractions/reductions should extend the range of applicability to larger programs in the future. When reachability analysis was rst proposed for concurrent Ada programs 35], it too was infeasible for most programs of realistic size. Since then, however, advances in concurrent systems analysis (e.g., symbolic model checking, state space reductions) have greatly extended the size of the programs to which that basic modeling/analysis technique can be applied 12]. Indeed, several symbolic/approximate analysis techniques have already been proposed for simpler models of real-time programs 6,13,29].
VI. Conclusion
We have presented a method for constructing mathematical models of general real-time Ada tasking programs suitable for verifying their timing properties, and have demonstrated the feasibility of our method by constructing and analyzing models of two nontrivial programs. The method involves generating a detailed transition system representing the tasks and the run-time system that models the untimed behavior of the program, reducing this transition system by collapsing sequences of invisible transitions, and nally using the reduced transition system to construct a hybrid automaton modeling the timed behavior of the program by accounting for the execution time of the tasks and various common sources of run-time overhead.
The models we construct are conservative abstractions| all program behaviors are represented. To build such models, we must consider the implementation of the concurrency and real-time constructs, not just their semantics; it is the implementation of the constructs that determines their timing properties. By constructing a transition system that closely parallels the implementation of a real runtime system, we obtain a very accurate model. Such detailed models are often too large to analyze, however, and we must use various kinds of abstractions (e.g., virtual coarsening, polishing bounds, approximations for representation of run-time overhead) to reduce the size and/or complexity of the model. Most abstractions involve a tradeo between the accuracy of the model and the tractability of its analysis. In practice, an analyst could selectively employ such abstractions to strike the desired balance between accuracy and tractability depending on the complexity of the program under analysis.
We are currently exploring several extensions to this work, including: the representation of additional Ada 95 constructs (e.g., dynamic priorities, the requeue statement), the construction of models for programs run on multiprocessors, and additional abstractions to reduce the size of the models and the complexity of their analysis.
Once integrated with a timing analysis technique for sequential code and tailored to the particular run-time system under consideration, the modeling technique presented here could serve as the basis for the construction of sophisticated timing analysis tools for concurrent software. Such tools will allow developers to implement real-time systems using the powerful concurrency and real-time constructs provided by languages like Ada, and still insure that all critical timing requirements are met.
